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University of Michigan THE DEGREE FORMULA FOR THE SKEW-REPRESENTA-TIONS OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP1
W. FEIT 1. Introduction. In his paper on the representations of the symmetric group,2 G. de B. Robinson defines certain "skew-representations" and associates these to skew-diagrams (to be defined below) analogously to the way the irreducible representations of the symmetric group are associated with regular diagrams. Furthermore he shows that the degree of such a skew-representation is equal to the number of orderings of the related skew-diagram. 3 The object of this note is to derive a formula for the degree of skewrepresentation related to a given skew-diagram.4 This problem will be treated strictly in terms of the number of orderings of such a diagram, and from this point of view is very similar to the question attacked in [5] by R. M. Thrall.
In §4, this formula is applied to the problem of computing the characters of certain classes of the symmetric group. The proof is by induction on k, the dimension of (a^). The lemma is clearly true for k = 1. Now assume it true for k -1, then W. FEIT 4. An application.6 As an application to the theory of characters of the symmetric group, the following formula is proved :
Theorem. Let xx denote the irreducible character associated with the regular diagram X; if a is a permutation in Sm+n which leaves the last n letters fixed, then (3) Xx(<r) = Z X"(<T)g(\ -p) where the summation ranges over all regular diagrams p containing m points.
Proof. Let xx-M denote the (reducible) representation associated with the skew-diagram X-p.6 Robinson has shown7 that if a permutation in Sm+n is of the form aialt where <ri acts on the first m letters, o~2 on the last n letters, then (4) Xx(<ri<r2) = Z X*(<ri)xX-"(<r2)
where the summation is over all regular diagrams p on m letters contained in the regular diagram X.
